










Morphology
1889- Buildings 
and transportation 
route are built 
along the river as 
the mining industry 
develops. Most 
buildings are in 
linear typology and 
expand from the 
river of life.  



1895- Population 
of the area 
increased which 
leads to the 
increasing of 
infrastructure. 
Buildings become 
denser along the 
railway lines. River 
of life becomes the 
separation 
between 
administrative and 
commercial 
building 



1962- Rapid 
development 
increase urban 
density. Heavy 
development 
narrowed some 
parts of the river 
and caused large 
storm drain. Flash 
flood may occurs 
in the city during 
heavy rain. 



2016- Pockets 
between buildings 
started to develop 
as seme old 
shophouses are 
being demolished 
for new 
construction 
projects. 
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Prologue
The (for now) ambiguous one 

(the story of how an ambiguous individual emerges and finds itself?)

(unfold the story of how an ambiguous individual finds itself???)

- Our site
- In the middle of a cross section between quadrants
- Intervened between personalities
- (Can act as the fifth character of the site)
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The site faces the main road Jalan Sultan, 
overlooking the shophouses whereas the back 
overlooks a hilly greenery







Sun path / shadow thingDuring day time, the site is 
partially shaded by the 
surrounding vegetation 

At noon, the site is partially 
shaded by the dramatic 
association 

During the evening, the site 
is fully exposed to the 
southern sun



For over 60 years, the Dramatic Association heritage building is 
unfazed by development. During the demolition for the MRT 
project, the Dramatic Association stood firm on their belief in 
protecting the heritage and managed to preserve their building till 
today.





Heritage surrounded by modern

Introduction



















































Characteristics or personalities

characteristics







The complicated 
one

The double-faceted one

The intelligent one

The visionary one

(ambiguous)



Chapter 1.0
The complicated one

- Jalan sultan
- Heritage zone
- Busy throughout the day
- Locals & non-locals



The heart of all activities - where all intertwine and disperse concurrently





Close up 3d activity
Show how locals walk through the space (maybe at the pasar or between 
buildings)

Locals will purposely hunt for their 
food cravings even if they are 
hidden within alleyways

Tourists explore the heritage 
streets and local delights



Into the characteristics culture

The fake one
‘Fake Goods’ Culture

The thief
Pasar Karat

The hungry one
Street Food Culture



Heritage shophouse and traditional buildings

Mostly typical 2-storey shophouse



Jln sultan West fenestration & visual clutter

Mostly heritage preserved windows

Little visual clutter - able to appreciate the building itself 



Heritage facades infused with traditions of slowly fading industries



Edge of the heritage zone where 
traditional transitions into modern 
buildings

Meet & work



Restaurants are opened 
throughout the day

Alleys lead into street food 
corners, mostly identified 
by frequent visitors

WORK & MEET



Restaurant seating spills 
onto the pavements at night

Street food and temporary 
hawker stores are common

WORK & MEET



Work & meet
Alleys connect the street to pasars

Pasar Karat is a discrete market hidden between the back alley whereas petaling 
street is open to the main road

      



The subtle little things
Street furniture- stumps for homeless (because zap)

Alleys- very permeable throughout each street (because connected)

Lighting- bright and dark (because of activities like pasar karat or at night when the 
place is very lighted)

Sense of enclosure- alleys and proximity between store or when eating (basically 
the layout of the place)



The complicated one

Between the mixture of building types, activity shifts throughout the day, vibrant 
demography and intricate movement through buildings, it opens up to the people 
and brings them in--- into the warm embrace of heritage in the heart of KL



Chapter 2.0
The double-faceted one

- Jalan Petaling
- Dead street
- Hidden and secretive activities



The deeper depth of sinking

Where surfaces are layered, hiding pieces of truth





Close up 3d activity
Show how people mostly walk along the passageway and walk by the wholesale 
places

Show how most stores are closed and abandoned

Some shops have a person sitting there with a door beside

- People enter through this door to the hidden bars



The discrete one
Hidden Cafe / Bar 

The runaway
Backpacking Culture 



Mixture between heritage and modern



Mostly closed off to the exterior
Run down and not maintained minimal 
and basic facade



Building facade looks abandoned and unoccupied but the 
abandoned and creepy frontage is utilized as a cover for 
the ongoing happenings behind



Fake Frontage

The street gives an impression of empty roads 
with hidden street stalls most visitors miss out

Their unmaintained rundown buildings drive 
people away due to their abandoned facade

Work & live & meet



Fake Frontage
Wholesale and retail shops have few walk-in 
customers where the interior becomes a priority 
over the facade

work

day



But beneath the facade are activities that liven 
the atmosphere in contrast to the dead street

The street follows the current hidden bar / cafe 
trend which embraces the shophouse interior

Fake Frontage

night

meet , live



The subtle little things
Street furniture- no benches or public greens (quiet areas have little public 
amenities because of the lack of activities and people in the street)

Alleys- lead to dead ends but have hidden food stalls (subtle placement and easily 
missed if not familiar with the place)

Lighting-very dark at night (only people who know the place well feel at ease to 
maneuver through the shops)

Sense of enclosure- the darkness creates a fear of overshadowing buildings
Can draw one without stalls at 
night with few people



The double-faceted one

A show of emptiness on its facade, but has more to it beneath the surface people 
scrape past, unknowingly brushing by little hidden elements and gems



Chapter 3
The intelligent one

- Developed area
- Formal space



The purpose of existing in solitude
Where the outer world is shunted off





Close up 3d activity
Show how students walk in a directional manner with aim (eg to school / to mamak 
stalls)

Show how most roads lead to dead ends with purpose

Everything is properly planned



The proper one
School

The theist one
Church

The agile one
Sports centre 

The introvert



The buildings are modern and arranged 
distantly from each other



Activities are modtly educational and 
beneficial to users



Intelligent / lonely one
Interior and exterior spaces only have visual connectivity with no direct 
interaction

Buildings are usually private and located within a compound highly 
separated from one another with little connectivity between streets

Work & meet



Jalan Petaling
abandonedJalan hang jebat

peaceful

vs

Both streets are quiet in their own respective way with benefits of their own

meet





The intelligent one

Intelligent yet isolated, developed yet segregated --- the 
beginning of a transition from heritage to modern prospers in 
intellectual yet has left human interaction as a forgotten 
element



Chapter 4
The visionary one

- Developed
- Recreational area for special events
- Mostly quiet and calm
- Ongoing huge development 118 for future commercial and tourism usage



The vague start of an unpredictable future
Where heritage transpire into a modern landmark





Close up 3d activity
Show how mostly construction sites and people just walk by or use the public 
transportation

People travel to stadium or church on the weekends only

Most places are barriered and off limits to the public



The ever-changing 
one
stadium

The unpredictable one
118







The visionary one





Chapter 5

The fifth character

Open ending: activity and how people use the space

- Can adapt
- Be different (contrasting stand alone)
- Be the affect 

…

Direction based on precedents



5th character solid conclusion 
In place of all the quadrants, our site sits as the 5th character --- a character we 
design and decide.

Its a blank canvas with open endings which allows us to either adapt, stand out, 
contradict or neutralize the site



Our approaches leans 
towards a crossover between 
modern and heritage in 
relation to either the tourist 
and intellectual quadrant or 
the business and 
commercial-recreational 
quadrant

Would you rather have conventional 
coworking in a heritage area

Or something with more meaning 
and value

Not only should we design 
coworking but It should 
contribute back to the 
values of the site and the 
community
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Hk quote

Using the site as it is and not interpreting it

Talk about the imitation and the heritage

Getting inspired by it but not copying it

So we are set on using the context fully

“ we don’t interpret history, we 
accept history as it exists ”



Lean towards a quadrant (visionary & business- crossover)

Personality recap: 118 effect on the site, business inside activity







Many galleries to accommodate 
different feel / environment
Different views for artists to feel 
inspired
Walkable to outdoor greenery 
spaces

open studio are hosted for 
interaction between hotel guests 

develops a broader appreciation of 
artists practices

Underground gallery, art studio, 
dance studio

The residences are visual artists, 
dancers, choreographers, writers, 
arts managers, curators and 
researchers

artists come for a short period and 
actively produce work 

show their work at the end of 
residency in a less commercially 
formal gallery

co-working?

residential program
workshops
dance rooms
Outdoor space for sculpture



Lean towards a quadrant (tourism & institutional- crossover)

Personality recap: heritage and arts





We say, in this context, its just 
following the blinded









Cultural co-working space with artistic and heritage 
values?

Why not.

Accepting the site as a whole

A little redefinition goes a long way.






